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Abstract We examine the squared error loss landscape
of shallow linear neural networks. We show—with sig-
nificantly milder assumptions than previous works—
that the corresponding optimization problems have be-
nign geometric properties: there are no spurious local
minima and the Hessian at every saddle point has at
least one negative eigenvalue. This means that at ev-
ery saddle point there is a directional negative curva-
ture which algorithms can utilize to further decrease
the objective value. These geometric properties imply
that many local search algorithms (such as the gradi-
ent descent which is widely utilized for training neural
networks) can provably solve the training problem with
global convergence.
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1 Introduction
A neural network consists of a sequence of operations
(a.k.a. layers), each of which performs a linear trans-
formation of its input, followed by a point-wise activa-
tion function, such as a sigmoid function or the recti-
fied linear unit (ReLU) [37]. Deep artificial neural net-
works (i.e., deep learning) have recently led to state-of-
the-art empirical performance in many areas including
computer vision, machine learning, and signal process-
ing [5, 17, 19, 22, 27, 28, 31].
One crucial property of neural networks is their abil-
ity to approximate nonlinear functions. It has been shown
that even a shallow neural network (i.e., a network
with only one hidden layer) with a point-wise acti-
vation function has the universal approximation abil-
ity [10,17]. In particular, a shallow network with a suf-
ficient number of activations (a.k.a. neurons) can ap-
proximate continuous functions on compact subsets of
R
d0 with any desired accuracy, where d0 is the dimen-
sion of the input data.
However, the universal approximation theory does
not guarantee the algorithmic learnability of those pa-
rameters which correspond to the linear transforma-
tion of the layers. Neural networks may be trained (or
learned) in an unsupervised manner, a semi-supervised
manner, or a supervised manner which is by far the
most common scenario. With supervised learning, the
neural networks are trained by minimizing a loss func-
tion in terms of the parameters to be optimized and
the training examples that consist of both input objects
and the corresponding outputs. A popular approach for
optimizing or tuning the parameters is gradient descent
with the backpropagation method efficiently computing
the gradient [43].
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Although gradient descent and its variants work sur-
prisingly well for training neural networks in practice, it
remains an active research area to fully understand the
theoretical underpinnings of this phenomenon. In gen-
eral, the training optimization problems are nonconvex
and it has been shown that even training a simple neu-
ral network is NP-complete in general [4]. There is a
large and rapidly increasing literature on the optimiza-
tion theory of neural networks, surveying all of which
is well outside our scope. Thus, we only briefly survey
the works most relevant to ours.
In seeking to better understand the optimization
problems in training neural networks, one line of re-
search attempts to analyze their geometric landscape.
The geometric landscape of an objective function re-
lates to questions concerning the existence of spurious
local minima and the existence of negative eigenval-
ues of the Hessian at saddle points. If the correspond-
ing problem has no spurious local minima and all the
saddle points are strict (i.e., the Hessian at any saddle
point has a negative eigenvalue), then a number of local
search algorithms [12, 18, 23, 24] are guaranteed to find
globally minimal solutions. Baldi and Hornik [2] showed
that there are no spurious local minima in training shal-
low linear neural networks but did not address the geo-
metric landscape around saddle points. Kawaguchi [20]
further extended the analysis in [2] and showed that the
loss function for training a general linear neural network
has no spurious local minima and satisfies the strict sad-
dle property (see Definition 4 in Section 2) for shallow
neural networks under certain conditions. Kawaguchi
also proved that for general deeper networks, there ex-
ist saddle points at which the Hessian is positive semi-
definite (PSD), i.e., does not have any negative eigen-
values.
With respect to nonlinear neural networks, it was
shown that there are no spurious local minima for a net-
work with one ReLU node [11,42]. However, it has also
been proved that there do exist spurious local minima
in the population loss of shallow neural networks with
even a small number (greater than one) of ReLU activa-
tion functions [36]. Fortunately, the number of spurious
local minima can be significantly reduced with an over-
parameterization scheme [36]. Soudry and Hoffer [39]
proved that the number of sub-optimal local minima is
negligible compared to the volume of global minima for
multilayer neural networks when the number of training
samples N goes to infinity and the number of parame-
ters is close to N . Haeffele and Vidal [15] provided suf-
ficient conditions to guarantee that certain local min-
ima (having an all-zero slice) are also global minima.
The training loss of multilayer neural networks at dif-
ferentiable local minima was examined in [38]. Yun et
al. [44] very recently provided sufficient and necessary
conditions to guarantee that certain critical points are
also global minima.
A second line of research attempts to understand
the reason that local search algorithms efficiently find a
local minimum. Aside from standard Newton-like meth-
ods such as cubic regularization [32] and the trust re-
gion algorithm [6], recent work [12,18,23,24] has shown
that first-order methods also efficiently avoid strict sad-
dles. It has been shown in [23,24] that a set of first-order
local search techniques (such as gradient descent) with
random initialization almost surely avoid strict sad-
dles. Noisy gradient descent [12] and a variant called
perturbed gradient descent [18] have been proven to
efficiently avoid strict saddles from any initialization.
Other types of algorithms utilizing second-order (Hes-
sian) information [1, 7, 9] can also efficiently find ap-
proximate local minima.
To guarantee that gradient descent type algorithms
(which are widely adopted in training neural networks)
converge to the global solution, the behavior of the sad-
dle points of the objective functions in training neu-
ral networks is as important as the behavior of local
minima.1 However, the former has rarely been inves-
tigated compared to the latter, even for shallow linear
networks. It has been shown in [2,20,21,30] that the ob-
jective function in training shallow linear networks has
no spurious local minima under certain conditions. The
behavior of saddle points is considered in [20], where the
strict saddle property is proved for the case where both
the input objects X ∈ Rd0×N and the corresponding
outputs Y ∈ Rd2×N of the training samples have full
row rank, Y XT(XXT)−1XY T has distinct eigenval-
ues, and d2 ≤ d0. While the assumption on X can be
easily satisfied, the assumption involving Y implicity
adds constraints on the true weights. Consider a sim-
ple case where Y =W ⋆2W
⋆
1X, with W
⋆
2 and W
⋆
1 the
underlying weights to be learned. Then the full-rank as-
sumption on Y Y T =W ⋆2W
⋆
1XX
TW ⋆T1 W
⋆T
2 at least
requires min(d0, d1) ≥ d2 and rank(W
⋆
2W
⋆
1) ≥ d2. Re-
cently, the strict saddle property was also shown to hold
without the above conditions on X, Y , d0, and d2,
but only for degenerate critical points, specifically those
points where rank(W 2W 1) < min{d2, d1, d0} [33, The-
orem 8].
In this paper we analyze the optimization geome-
try of the loss function in training shallow linear neural
networks. In doing so, we first characterize the behavior
of all critical points of the corresponding optimization
1 From an optimization perspective, non-strict saddle
points and local minima have similar first-/second-order in-
formation and it is hard for first-/second-order methods (like
gradient descent) to distinguish between them.
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Table 1 Comparison of different results on characterizing the geometric lanscape of the objective function in training a shallow
linear network (see (1)). Here, ? means this point is not discussed and Xx indicates the result covers degenerate critical points
only.
result regularizer condition
no spurious
local minima
strict saddle
property
[2, Fact 4] no
XXT and Y Y T are of full row rank, d2 ≤ d0,
Y XT(XXT)−1XY T has d2 distinct eigenvalues
X ?
[20, Theorem 2.3] no
XXT and Y Y T are of full row rank, d2 ≤ d0,
Y XT(XXT)−1XY T has d2 distinct eigenvalues
X X
[30, Theorem 2.1] no XXT and Y Y T are of full row rank X ?
[21, Theorem 1] no d1 ≥ min(d0, d2) X ?
[33, Theorem 8] no no X Xx
[46, Theorem 3] ‖WT2W 2 −W 1W
T
1 ‖
2
F d1 ≤ min(d0, d2) and conditions (4) and (5) X X
Theorem 2 ‖WT2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 ‖
2
F XX
T is of full row rank X X
Theorem 3 no XXT is of full row rank X X
problems with an additional regularizer (see (2)), but
without requiring the conditions used in [20] except the
one on the input dataX. In particular, we examine the
loss function for training a shallow linear neural net-
work with an additional regularizer and show that it
has no spurious local minima and obeys the strict sad-
dle property if the input X has full row rank. This
benign geometry ensures that a number of local search
algorithms—including gradient descent—converge to a
global minimum when training a shallow linear neural
network with the proposed regularizer. We note that
the additional regularizer (in (2)) is utilized to shrink
the set of critical points and has no effect on the global
minimum of the original problem. We also observe from
experiments that this additional regularizer speeds up
the convergence of iterative algorithms in certain cases.
Building on our study of the regularized problem and
on [33, Theorem 8], we then show that these benign ge-
ometric properties are preserved even without the ad-
ditional regularizer under the same assumption on the
input data. Table 1 summarizes our main result and
those of related works on characterizing the geometric
landscape of the loss function in training shallow linear
neural networks.
Outside of the context of neural networks, such geo-
metric analysis (characterizing the behavior of all crit-
ical points) has been recognized as a powerful tool for
understanding nonconvex optimization problems in ap-
plications such as phase retrieval [35, 40], dictionary
learning [41], tensor factorization [12], phase synchro-
nization [29] and low-rank matrix optimization [3, 13,
14, 25, 26, 34, 45, 46]. A similar regularizer (see (6)) to
the one used in (2) is also utilized in [13, 25, 34, 45, 46]
for analyzing the optimization geometry.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2
contains the formal definitions for strict saddles and
the strict saddle property. Section 3 presents our main
result on the geometric properties for training shallow
linear neural networks. The proof of our main result is
given in Section 4.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation
We use the symbols I and 0 to respectively represent
the identity matrix and zero matrix with appropriate
sizes. We denote the set of r × r orthonormal matri-
ces by Or := {R ∈ R
r×r : RTR = I}. If a func-
tion g(W 1,W 2) has two arguments,W 1 ∈ R
d1×d0 and
W 2 ∈ R
d2×d1 , then we occasionally use the notation
g(Z) where we stack these two matrices into a larger
one via Z =
[
W 2
WT1
]
. For a scalar function h(W ) with
a matrix variableW ∈ Rd2×d0 , its gradient is a d2× d0
matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is [∇h(W )]ij =
∂h(W )
∂Wij
for
all i ∈ [d2], j ∈ [d0]. Here [d2] = {1, 2, . . . , d2} for any
d2 ∈ N and Wij is the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix W .
Throughout the paper, the Hessian of h(W ) is repre-
sented by a bilinear form defined via [∇2h(W )](A,B) =∑
i,j,k,l
∂2h(W )
∂Wij∂Wkl
AijBkl for anyA,B ∈ R
d2×d0 . Finally,
we use λmin(·) to denote the smallest eigenvalue of a
matrix.
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2.2 Strict saddle property
Suppose h : Rn → R is a twice continuously differen-
tiable objective function. The notions of critical points,
strict saddles, and the strict saddle property are for-
mally defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Critical points) x is called a critical
point of h if the gradient at x vanishes, i.e., ∇h(x) = 0.
Definition 2 (Strict saddles [12]) We say a critical
point x is a strict saddle if the Hessian evaluated at this
point has at least one strictly negative eigenvalue, i.e.,
λmin(∇
2h(x)) < 0.
In words, for a strict saddle, also called a ridable
saddle [41], its Hessian has at least one negative eigen-
value which implies that there is a directional negative
curvature that algorithms can utilize to further decrease
the objective value. This property ensures that many
local search algorithms can escape strict saddles by ei-
ther directly exploiting the negative curvature [9] or
adding noise which serves as a surrogate of the neg-
ative curvature [12, 18]. On the other hand, when a
saddle point has a Hessian that is positive semidefinite
(PSD), it is difficult for first- and second-order methods
to avoid converging to such a point. In other words, lo-
cal search algorithms require exploiting higher-order (at
least third-order) information in order to escape from
a critical point that is neither a local minimum nor a
strict saddle. We note that any local maxima are, by
definition, strict saddles.
The following strict saddle property defines a set of
nonconvex functions that can be efficiently minimized
by a number of iterative algorithms with guaranteed
convergence.
Definition 3 (Strict saddle property [12]) A twice
differentiable function satisfies the strict saddle prop-
erty if each critical point either corresponds to a local
minimum or is a strict saddle.
Intuitively, the strict saddle property requires a func-
tion to have a negative curvature direction—which can
be exploited by a number of iterative algorithms such as
noisy gradient descent [12] and the trust region method [8]
to further decrease the function value—at all critical
points except for local minima.
Theorem 1 [12, 24, 32, 41] For a twice continuously
differentiable objective function satisfying the strict sad-
dle property, a number of iterative optimization algo-
rithms can find a local minimum. In particular, for such
functions,
• gradient descent almost surely converges to a local
minimum with a random initialization [12];
• noisy gradient descent [12] finds a local minimum
with high probability and any initialization; and
• Newton-like methods such as cubic regularization [32]
converge to a local minimum with any initialization.
Theorem 1 ensures that many local search algo-
rithms can be utilized to find a local minimum for strict
saddle functions (i.e., ones obeying the strict saddle
property). This is the main reason that significant ef-
fort has been devoted to establishing the strict saddle
property for different problems [20, 25, 34, 35, 40, 45].
In our analysis, we further characterize local minima
as follows.
Definition 4 (Spurious local minima) We say a crit-
ical point x is a spurious local minimum if it is a local
minimum but not a global minimum.
In other words, we separate the set of local minima into
two categories: the global minima and the spurious local
minima which are not global minima. Note that most
local search algorithms are only guaranteed to find a
local minimum, which is not necessarily a global one.
Thus, to ensure the local search algorithms listed in
Theorem 1 find a global minimum, in addition to the
strict saddle property, the objective function is also re-
quired to have no spurious local minima.
In summary, the geometric landscape of an objective
function relates to questions concerning the existence of
spurious local minima and the strict saddle property. In
particular, if the function has no spurious local minima
and obeys the strict saddle property, then a number
of iterative algorithms such as the ones listed in Theo-
rem 1 converge to a global minimum. Our goal in the
next section is to show that the objective function in
training a shallow linear network with a regularizer sat-
isfies these conditions.
3 Global Optimality in Shallow Linear
Networks
In this paper, we consider the following optimization
problem concerning the training of a shallow linear net-
work:
min
W 1∈R
d1×d0
W 2∈R
d2×d1
f(W 1,W 2) =
1
2
‖W 2W 1X − Y ‖
2
F , (1)
where X ∈ Rd0×N and Y ∈ Rd2×N are the input
and output training examples, and W 1 ∈ R
d1×d0 and
W 2 ∈ R
d2×d1 are the model parameters (or weights)
corresponding to the first and second layers, respec-
tively. Throughout, we call d0, d1, and d2 the sizes of
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the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer, respec-
tively. The goal of training a neural network is to opti-
mize the parametersW 1 andW 2 such that the output
W 2W 1X matches the desired output Y .
Instead of proposing new algorithms to minimize the
objective function in (1), we are interested in charac-
terizing its geometric landscape by understanding the
behavior of all of its critical points.
3.1 Main results
We present our main theorems concerning the behav-
ior of all of the critical points of problem (1). First, the
following result shows that the objective function of (1)
with an additional regularizer (see (2)) has no spurious
local minima and obeys the strict saddle property with-
out requiring any of the following conditions that ap-
pear in certain works discussed in Section 3.2: that Y is
of full row rank, that d2 ≤ d0, that Y X
T(XXT)−1XY T
has d2 distinct eigenvalues, that d1 ≤ min(d0, d2), that (4)
holds, or that (5) holds.
Theorem 2 Assume that XXT is of full row rank.
Then for any µ > 0, the following objective function
g(W 1,W 2) =
1
2
‖W 2W 1X − Y ‖
2
F +
µ
4
ρ(W 1,W 2)
(2)
with
ρ(W 1,W 2) := ‖W
T
2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 ‖
2
F (3)
obeys the following properties:
(i) g(W 1,W 2) has the same global minimum value as
f(W 1,W 2) in (1);
(ii) any critical point (W 1,W 2) of g is also a critical
point of f ;
(iii) g(W 1,W 2) has no spurious local minima and the
Hessian at any saddle point has a strictly negative
eigenvalue.
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 4.1.
The main idea in proving Theorem 2 is to connect
g(W 1,W 2) in (2) with the following low rank factor-
ization problem
min
W˜ 1,W 2
1
2
‖W 2W˜ 1 − Y˜ ‖
2
F +
µ
4
‖WT2W 2 − W˜ 1W˜
T
1 ‖
2
F ,
where W˜ 1 and Y˜ are related to W and Y ; see (10) in
Section 4.1 for the formal definitions.
Theorem 2(i) states that the regularizer ρ(W 1,W 2)
in (3) has no effect on the global minimum of the origi-
nal problem, i.e., the one without this regularizer. More-
over, as established in Theorem 2(ii), any critical point
of g in (2) is also a critical point of f in (1), but the
converse is not true. With the regularizer ρ(W 1,W 2),
which mostly plays the role of shrinking the set of criti-
cal points, we prove that g has no spurious local minima
and obeys the strict saddle property.
As our results hold for any µ > 0 and g = f when
µ = 0, one may conjecture that these properties also
hold for the original objective function f under the
same assumptions, i.e., assuming only that XXT has
full row rank. This is indeed true and is formally estab-
lished in the following result.
Theorem 3 Assume that X is of full row rank. Then,
the objective function f appearing in (1) has no spuri-
ous local minima and obeys the strict saddle property.
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 4.2. Theo-
rem 3 builds heavily on Theorem 2 and on [33, Theorem
8], which is also presented in Theorem 5. Specifically,
as we have noted, [33, Theorem 8] characterizes the be-
havior of degenerate critical points. Using Theorem 2,
we further prove that any non-degenerate critical point
of f is either a global minimum or a strict saddle.
3.2 Connection to previous work on shallow linear
neural networks
As summarized in Table 1, the results in [2, 21, 30]
on characterizing the geometric landscape of the loss
function in training shallow linear neural networks only
consider the behavior of local minima, but not saddle
points. The strict saddle property is proved only in [20]
and partly in [33]. We first review the result in [20]
concerning the optimization geometry of problem (1).
Theorem 4 [20, Theorem 2.3] Assume that X and Y
are of full row rank with d2 ≤ d0 and Y X
T(XXT)−1XY T
has d2 distinct eigenvalues. Then, the objective function
f appearing in (1) has no spurious local minima and
obeys the strict saddle property.
Theorem 4 implies that the objective function in (1)
has benign geometric properties if d2 ≤ d0 and the
training samples are such that X and Y are of full row
rank and Y XT(XXT)−1XY T has d2 distinct eigen-
values. The recent work [30] generalizes the first point of
Theorem 4 (i.e., no spurious local minima) by getting
rid of the assumption that Y XT(XXT)−1XY T has
d2 distinct eigenvalues. However, the geometry of the
saddle points is not characterized in [30]. In [21], the au-
thors also show that the condition on Y XT(XXT)−1XY T
is not necessary. In particular, when applied to (1), the
result in [21] implies that the objective function in (1)
has no spurious local minima when d1 ≤ min(d0, d2).
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This condition requires that the hidden layer is nar-
rower than the input and output layers. Again, the op-
timization geometry around saddle points is not dis-
cussed in [21].
We now review the more recent result in [33, Theo-
rem 8].
Theorem 5 [33, Theorem 8] The objective function f
appearing in (1) has no spurious local minima. More-
over, any critical point Z of f that is degenerate (i.e.,
for which rank(W 2W 1) < min{d2, d1, d0}) is either a
global minimum of f or a strict saddle.
In cases where the global minimum of f is non-
degenerate—for example when Y =W ⋆2W
⋆
1X for some
W ⋆2 and W
⋆
1 such that W
⋆
2W
⋆
1 is non-degenerate—
Theorem 5 implies that all degenerate critical points
are strict saddles. However, we note that the behavior
of non-degenerate critical points in these cases is more
important from the algorithmic point of view, since one
can always check the rank of a convergent point and
perturb it if it is degenerate, but this is not possible at
non-degenerate convergent points. Our Theorem 3 gen-
eralizes Theorem 5 to ensure that every critical point
that is not a global minimum is a strict saddle, regard-
less of its rank.
Next, as a direct consequence of [46, Theorem 3],
the following result also establishes certain conditions
under which the objective function in (1) with an addi-
tional regularizer (see (6)) has no spurious local minima
and obeys the strict saddle property.
Corollary 1 [46, Theorem 3] Suppose d1 ≤ min(d0, d2).
Furthermore, for any d2×d0 matrix A with rank(A) ≤
4d1, suppose the following holds
α‖A‖2F ≤ trace(AXX
TAT) ≤ β‖A‖2F (4)
for some positive α and β such that βα ≤ 1.5. Further-
more, suppose minW∈Rd2×d0‖WX−Y ‖
2
F admits a so-
lution W ⋆ which satisfies
0 < rank(W ⋆) = r⋆ ≤ d1. (5)
Then for any 0 < µ ≤ α16 , the following objective func-
tion
h(W 1,W 2) =
1
2
‖W 2W 1X − Y ‖
2
F
+
µ
4
‖WT2W 2 −W 1W
T
1 ‖
2
F ,
(6)
has no spurious local minima and the Hessian at any
saddle point has a strictly negative eigenvalue with
λmin
(
∇2h(W 1,W 2)
)
≤
−0.08ασd1(W
⋆), d1 = r
⋆
−0.05α ·min
{
σ2rc(W 2W 1), σr⋆(W
⋆)
}
, d1 > r
⋆
−0.1ασr⋆(W
⋆), rc = 0,
(7)
where rc ≤ d1 is the rank of W 1W 2, λmin(·) repre-
sents the smallest eigenvalue, and σℓ(·) denotes the ℓ-th
largest singular value.
Corollary 1, following from [46, Theorem 3], utilizes a
regularizer ‖WT2W 2 −W 1W
T
1 ‖
2
F which balances the
energy betweenW 1 andW 2 and has the effect of shrink-
ing the set of critical points. This allows one to show
that each critical point is either a global minimum or a
strict saddle. Similar to Theorem 2(i), this regularizer
also has no effect on the global minimum of the original
problem (1).
As we explained before, Theorem 4 implicitly re-
quires that min(d0, d1) ≥ d2 and rank(W
⋆
2W
⋆
1) ≥ d2.
On the other hand, Corollary 1 requires d1 ≤ min(d0, d2)
and (4). When d1 ≤ min(d0, d2), the hidden layer is nar-
rower than the input and output layers. Note that (4)
has nothing to do with the underlying network parame-
tersW ⋆1 andW
⋆
2, but requires the training data matrix
X to act as an isometry operator for rank-4d1 matrices.
To see this, we rewrite
trace(AXXTAT) =
N∑
i=1
xTi A
TAxi =
N∑
i=1
〈xix
T
i ,A
TA〉
which is a sum of the rank-one measurements of ATA.
Unlike Theorem 4, which requires that Y Y T is of
full rank and d2 ≤ d0, and unlike Corollary 1, which
requires (4) and d1 ≤ min(d0, d2), Theorem 2 and The-
orem 3 only necessitate that XXT is full rank and
have no condition on the size of d0, d1, and d2. As
we explained before, suppose Y is generated as Y =
W ⋆2W
⋆
1X, whereW
⋆
2 andW
⋆
1 are the underlying weights
to be recovered. Then the full-rank assumption of Y Y T =
W ⋆2W
⋆
1XX
TW ⋆T1 W
⋆T
2 at least requires min(d0, d1) ≥
d2 and rank(W
⋆
2W
⋆
1) ≥ d2. In other words, Theorem 4
necessitates that the hidden layer is wider than the out-
put, while Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 work for networks
where the hidden layer is narrower than the input and
output layers. On the other hand, Theorem 2 and The-
orem 3 allow for the hidden layer of the network to be
either narrower or wider than the input and the output
layers.
Finally, consider a three-layer network with X = I.
In this case, (1) reduces to a matrix factorization prob-
lem where f(W 1,W 2) = ‖W 2W 1−Y ‖
2
F and the reg-
ularizer in (2) is the same as the one in (6). Theorem 4
requires that Y is of full row rank and has d2 distinct
singular values. For the matrix factorization problem,
we know from Corollary 1 that for any Y , h has be-
nign geometry (i.e., no spurious local minima and the
strict saddle property) as long as d1 ≤ min(d0, d2). As
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a direct consequence of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, this
benign geometry is also preserved even when d1 > d0
or d1 > d2 for matrix factorization via minimizing
g(W 1,W 2) = ‖W 2W 1−Y ‖
2
F+
µ
4
‖WT2W 2−W 1W
T
1 ‖
2
F ,
where µ ≥ 0 (note that one can get rid of the regularizer
by setting µ = 0).
4 Proof of Main Results
4.1 Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we prove Theorem 2. We first show that
the regularizer in (2) has no effect on the global mini-
mum of the original problem. It is clear that g(W 1,W 2) ≥
f(W 1,W 2) for any W 1,W 2, where we repeat that
f(W 1,W 2) =
1
2
‖W 2W 1X − Y ‖
2
F .
Suppose the row rank of X is d′0 ≤ d0. Let
X = UΣV T (8)
be a reduced SVD of X, where Σ is a d′0× d
′
0 diagonal
matrix with positive diagonals. Then,
f(W 1,W 2) =
1
2
‖W 2W 1UΣ − Y V ‖
2
F + ‖Y ‖
2
F − ‖Y V ‖
2
F
= f1(W 1,W 2) + C,
where f1(W 1,W 2) =
1
2‖W 2W 1UΣ−Y V ‖
2
F and C =
‖Y ‖2F − ‖Y V ‖
2
F . Denote by (W
⋆
1,W
⋆
2) a global mini-
mum of f1(W 1,W 2) :
(W ⋆1,W
⋆
2) = arg min
W 1,W 2
f(W 1,W 2) = arg min
W 1,W 2
f1(W 1,W 2).
Let W ⋆2W
⋆
1UΣ = P 1ΩQ
T
1 be a reduced SVD of
W ⋆2W
⋆
1UΣ, whereΩ is a diagonal matrix with positive
diagonals. Let Ŵ 2 = P 1Ω
1/2 and Ŵ 1 = Ω
1/2QT1Σ
−1UT.
It follows that
Ŵ
T
2 Ŵ 2 − Ŵ 1XX
TŴ
T
1 = Ω −Ω = 0,
Ŵ 2Ŵ 1UΣ = P 1ΩQ
T
1 =W
⋆
2W
⋆
1UΣ,
which implies that f1(W
⋆
1,W
⋆
2) = f1(Ŵ 1, Ŵ 2) and
f(W ⋆1,W
⋆
2) = f1(W
⋆
1,W
⋆
2) + C = f1(Ŵ 1, Ŵ 2) + C
= f(Ŵ 1, Ŵ 2) = g(Ŵ 1, Ŵ 2)
since ‖Ŵ
T
2 Ŵ 2 − Ŵ 1XX
TŴ
T
1 ‖
2
F = 0. This further
indicates that g and f have the same global optimum
(since g(W 1,W 2) ≥ f(W 1,W 2) for any (W 1,W 2)).
In the rest of the proof of Theorem 2 we characterize
the behavior of all the critical points of the objective
function g in (2). In particular, we show that any critical
point of g is also a critical point of f , and if it is not
a global minimum of (2), then it is a strict saddle, i.e.,
its Hessian has at least one negative eigenvalue.
To that end, we first establish the following result
that characterizes all the critical points of g.
Lemma 1 LetX = UΣV T be an SVD ofX as in (8),
where Σ is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonals
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σd0 > 0. Let Y˜ := Y V = PΛQ
T =∑r
j=1 λjpjq
T
j be a reduced SVD of Y˜ , where r is the
rank of Y˜ . Then any critical point Z =
[
W 2
WT1
]
of (2)
satisfies
WT2W 2 =W 1XX
TWT1 . (9)
Furthermore, any Z =
[
W 2
WT1
]
is a critical point of g(Z)
if and only if Z ∈ Cg with
Cg =
{
Z =
[
W˜ 2R
T
UΣ−1W˜
T
1R
T
]
: Z˜ =
[
W˜ 2
W˜
T
1
]
,
z˜i ∈
{√
λ1
[
p1
q1
]
, . . . ,
√
λr
[
pr
qr
]
,0
}
,
z˜
T
i z˜j = 0, ∀i 6= j,R ∈ Od1
}
,
(10)
where z˜i denotes the i-th column of Z˜.
The proof of Lemma 1 is in Appendix A. From (9),
g(Z) = f(Z) at any critical point Z. We compute the
gradient of the regularizer ρ(W 1,W 2) as
∇W 1ρ(W 1,W 2)
:= −µW 2(W
T
2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 )W 1XX
T,
∇W 2ρ(W 1,W 2)
:= µW 2(W
T
2W 2 −W 2XX
TWT1 )W 1XX
T.
Plugging (9) into the above equations gives
∇W 1ρ(W 1,W 2) = ∇W 2ρ(W 1,W 2) = 0
for any critical point (W 1,W 2) of g. This further im-
plies that if Z is a critical point of g, then it must also be
a critical point of of f since ∇g(Z) = ∇f(Z) +∇ρ(Z)
and both ∇g(Z) = ∇ρ(Z) = 0, so that
∇f(Z) = 0. (11)
This proves Theorem 2(ii).
To further classify the critical points into categories
such as local minima and saddle points, for any Z ∈ C,
we compute the objective value at this point as
g(Z) =
1
2
‖W 2W 1X − Y ‖
2
F =
1
2
‖W˜ 2W˜ 1Σ
−1UTX − Y ‖2F
=
1
2
‖W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V ‖
2
F + ‖Y ‖
2
F − ‖Y V ‖
2
F ,
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where UΣV T is a reduced SVD of X as defined in
(8), and W˜ 2 and W˜ 1 are defined in (10). Noting that
‖Y ‖2F −‖Y V ‖
2
F is a constant in terms of the variables
W 2 andW 1, we conclude that Z is a global minimum
of g(Z) if and only if Z˜ is a global minimum of
g˜(Z˜) :=
1
2
‖W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V ‖
2
F . (12)
Lemma 2 With the same setup as in Lemma 1, let C
be defined in (10). Then all local minima of (2) belong
to the following set (which contains all the global solu-
tions of (2))
Xg =
{
Z =
[
W˜ 2R
UΣ−1W˜
T
1R
]
∈ C : ‖W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V ‖
2
F
= min
A∈Rd2×d1 ,B∈Rd1×d0
‖AB − Y V ‖2F
}
.
(13)
Any Z ∈ Cg \ Xg is a strict saddle of g(Z) satisfying:
• if r ≤ d1, then
λmin(∇
2g(W )) ≤ −2
λr
1 +
∑
i σ
−2
i
; (14)
• if r > d1, then
λmin(∇
2g(W )) ≤ −2
λd1 − λr′
1 +
∑
i σ
−2
i
, (15)
where λr′ is the largest singular value of Y˜ that is
strictly smaller than λd1 .
The proof of Lemma 2 is given in Appendix B. Lemma 2
states that any critical point of g is either a global mini-
mum or a strict saddle. This proves Theorem 2(iii) and
thus we complete the proof of Theorem 2.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 3
Building on Theorem 2 and Theorem 5, we now con-
sider the landscape of f in (1). Let Cf denote the set of
critical points of f :
Cf = {Z : ∇f(Z) = 0} .
Our goal is to characterize the behavior of all critical
points that are not global minima. In particular, we
want to show that every critical point of f is either a
global minimum or a strict saddle.
Let Z =
[
W 2
WT1
]
be any critical point in Cf . Ac-
cording to Theorem 5, whenW 2W 1 is degenerate (i.e.,
rank(W 2W 1) < min{d2, d1, d0}), then Z must be ei-
ther a global minimum or a strict saddle. We now as-
sume the other case that W 2W 1 is non-degenerate.
Let W 2W 1UΣ = ΦΘΨ
T be a reduced SVD of
W 2W 1UΣ, where Θ is a diagonal and square ma-
trix with positive singular values, and Φ and Ψ are or-
thonormal matrices of proper dimension. We now con-
struct
W 2 =W 2W 1UΣΨΘ
−1/2 = ΦΘ1/2,
W 1 = Θ
−1/2ΦTW 2W 1 = Θ
1/2ΨTΣ−1UT.
(16)
The above constructed pair Z =
[
W 2
W
T
1
]
satisfies
W
T
2W 2 =W 1XX
TW
T
1 , W 2W 1 =W 2W 1. (17)
Note that hereW 2 (resp.W 1) have different num-
bers of columns (resp. rows) thanW 2 (resp.W 1). We
denote by
f(W 1,W 2) =
1
2
‖W 2W 1UΣ − Y V ‖
2
F .
Since Z ∈ Cf , we have ∇W 1f(W 1,W 2) = 0 and
∇W 2f(W 1,W 2) = 0. It follows that
∇
W 2
f(W 1,W 2) = (W 2W 1UΣ − Y V )(W 1UΣ)
T
= ∇W 2f(W 1,W 2)W
T
2ΦΘ
−1/2
= 0.
And similarily, we have
∇
W 1
f(W 1,W 2)
= Θ−1/2ΨTΣ−1UTWT1∇W 1f(W 1,W 2) = 0,
which together with the above inequation implies that
Z is also a critical point of f . Due to (17) which states
that Z also satisfies (9), it follows from the same argu-
ments used in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 that Z is either a
global minimum or a strict saddle of f . Moreover, since
W 2W 1 has the same rank asW 2W 1 which is assumed
to be non-degenerate, we have that Z is a global mini-
mum of f if and only if
‖W 2W 1UΣ − Y V ‖
2
F = min
A∈R
d2×d1
B∈R
d1×d0
‖AB − Y V ‖2F ,
where the minimum of the right hand side is also achieved
by the global minimum of f according to (13). There-
fore, if Z is a global minimum of f , then Z is also a
global minimum of f .
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Now we consider the other case when Z is not a
global minimum of f , i.e., it is a strict saddle. In this
case, there exists ∆ =
[
∆2
∆
T
1
]
such that
[∇2f(W 1,W 2)](∆,∆) < 0.
Now construct
∆1 =W 1UΣΨΘ
−1/2∆1
∆2 =∆2Θ
−1/2ΦTW 2
which satisfies
W 2∆1 =W 2W 1, ∆W 2W 1 =∆2W 1, ∆2∆1 =∆2∆1.
By the Hessian quadratic form given in (31) (ignor-
ing the µ terms), we have
[∇2f(Z)](∆,∆) = [∇2f(Z)](∆,∆) < 0,
which implies that Z is a strict saddle of f . This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem 3.
5 Conclusion
We consider the optimization landscape of the objec-
tive function in training shallow linear networks. In par-
ticular, we proved that the corresponding optimization
problems under a very mild condition have a simple
landscape: there are no spurious local minima and any
critical point is either a local (and thus also global) min-
imum or a strict saddle such that the Hessian evaluated
at this point has a strictly negative eigenvalue. These
properties guarantee that a number of iterative opti-
mization algorithms (especially gradient descent, which
is widely used in training neural networks) converge to
a global minimum from either a random initialization
or an arbitrary initialization depending on the specific
algorithm used. It would be of interest to prove similar
geometric properties for the training problem without
the mild condition on the row rank of X.
A Proof of Lemma 1
We first prove the direction ⇒. Any critical point Z of g(Z)
satisfies ∇g(Z) = 0, i.e.,
∇W 1g(W 1,W 2) =W
T
2 (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T
− µ(WT2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 )W 1XX
T = 0,
(18)
and
∇W 2g(W 1,W 2) = (W 2W 1X − Y )X
TWT1
+ µW 2(W
T
2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 ) = 0.
(19)
By (18), we obtain
WT2 (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T
= µ(WT2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 )W 1XX
T.
(20)
Multiplying (19) on the left by WT2 and plugging the result
with the expression forWT2 (W 2W 1X−Y )X
T in (20) gives
(WT2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 )W 1XX
TWT1
+WT2W 2(W
T
2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 ) = 0,
which is equivalent to
WT2W 2W
T
2W 2 =W 1XX
TWT1W 1XX
TWT1 .
Note that WT2W 2 and W 1XX
TWT1 are the principal
square roots (i.e., PSD square roots) of WT2W 2W
T
2W 2 and
W 1XX
TWT1W 1XX
TWT1 , respectively. Utilizing the result
that a PSD matrix A has a unique PSD matrix B such that
Bk = A for any k ≥ 1 [16, Theorem 7.2.6], we obtain
WT2W 2 =W 1XX
TWT1
for any critical point Z. Plugging into (18) and (19), any
critical point Z of g(Z) satisfies
WT2 (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T = 0,
(W 2W 1X − Y )X
TWT1 = 0.
(21)
To show (10), let W 2 = LΠRT be a full SVD of W 2,
where L ∈ Rd2×d2 and R ∈ Rd1×d1 are orthonormal matri-
ces. Define
W˜ 2 =W 2R = LΠ, W˜ 1 = R
TW 1UΣ. (22)
Since W 1XXTWT1 =W
T
2W 2 (see (9)), we have
W˜ 1W˜
T
1 = W˜
T
2 W˜ 2 =Π
TΠ. (23)
Noting that ΠTΠ is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative di-
agonals, it follows that W˜
T
1 is an orthogonal matrix, but pos-
sibly includes zero columns.
Due to (21), we have
W˜
T
2 (W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V )ΣU
T
= RT(WT2 (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T) = 0,
(W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V )ΣU
TW˜
T
1
= (W 2W 1X − Y )X
TWT1R = 0,
(24)
where we utilized the reduced SVD decompositionX = UΣV T
in (8). Note that the diagonals of Σ are all positive and recall
Y˜ = Y V .
Then (24) gives
W˜
T
2 (W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y˜ ) = 0,
(W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y˜ )W˜
T
1 = 0.
(25)
We now compute all W˜ 2 and W˜ 1 satisfying (25). To that
end, let φ ∈ Rd2 and ψ ∈ Rd0 be the i-th column and the
i-th row of W˜ 2 and W˜ 1, respectively. Due to (23), we have
‖φ‖2 = ‖ψ‖2. (26)
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It follows from (25) that
Y˜
T
φ = ‖φ‖22ψ, (27)
Y˜ ψ = ‖ψ‖22φ. (28)
Multiplying (27) by Y˜ and plugging (28) into the resulting
equation gives
Y˜ Y˜
T
φ = ‖φ‖42φ, (29)
where we used (26). Similarly, we have
Y˜
T
Y˜ ψ = ‖ψ‖42ψ. (30)
Let Y˜ = PΛQT =
∑
r
j=1 λjpjq
T
j be the reduced SVD
of Y˜ . It follows from (29) that φ is either a zero vector (i.e.,
φ = 0), or a left singular vector of Y˜ (i.e., φ = αpj for some
j ∈ [r]). Plugging φ = αpj into (29) gives
λ2j = α
4.
Thus, φ = ±
√
λjpj . If φ = 0, then due to (26), we have
ψ = 0. If φ = ±
√
λjpj , then plugging into (27) gives
ψ = ±
√
λjqj .
Thus, we conclude that
(φ,ψ) ∈
{
±
√
λ1(p1, q1), . . . ,±
√
λr(pr, qr), (0,0)
}
,
which together with (23) implies that any critical point Z
belongs to (10) by absorbing the sign ± into R.
We now prove the other direction ⇒. For any Z ∈ C, we
compute the gradient of g at this point and directly verify it
satisfies (18) and (19), i.e., Z is a critical point of g(Z). This
completes the proof of Lemma 1.
B Proof of Lemma 2
Due to the fact that Z is a global minimum of g(Z) if and
only if Z˜ is a global minimum of g˜(Z˜), we know any Z ∈ X is
a global minimum of g(Z). The rest is to show that any Z ∈
C\X is a strict saddle. For this purpose, we first compute the
Hessian quadrature form ∇2g(Z)[∆,∆] for any ∆ =
[
∆2
∆T1
]
(with ∆1 ∈ Rd1×d0 ,∆2 ∈ Rd2×d1) as
∇2g(Z)[∆,∆]
= ‖(W 2∆1 +∆2W 1)X‖
2
F
+ 2
〈
∆2∆1, (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T
〉
+ µ
(
〈WT2W 2 −W 1XX
TWT1 ,∆
T
2∆2 −∆1XX
T∆T1 〉+
1
2
‖WT2∆2 +∆
T
2W 2 −W 1XX
T∆T1 −∆1XX
TWT1 ‖
2
F
)
= ‖(W 2∆1 +∆2W 1)X1‖
2
F
+ 2
〈
∆2∆1, (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T
〉
+
µ
2
‖WT2∆2 +∆
T
2W 2 −W 1XX
T∆T1 −∆1XX
TWT1 ‖
2
F ,
(31)
where the second equality follows because any critical point Z
satisfies (9). We continue the proof by considering two cases
in which we provide explicit expressions for the set X that
contains all the global minima and construct a negative di-
rection for g at all the points C \ X .
Case i: r ≤ d1. In this case, min g˜(Z˜) = 0 and g˜(Z˜)
achieves its global minimum 0 if and only if W˜ 2W˜ 1 = Y V .
Thus, we rewrite X as
X =
{
Z =
[
W˜ 2R
UΣ−1W˜
T
1R
]
∈ C : W˜ 2W˜ 1 = Y V
}
,
which further implies that
C \ X =
{
Z =
[
W˜ 2R
UΣ−1W˜
T
1R
]
∈ C :
Y V − W˜ 2W˜ 1 =
∑
i∈Ω
λipiq
T
i , Ω ⊂ [r]
}
.
Thus, for any Z ∈ C \ X , the corresponding W˜ 2W˜ 1 is a
low-rank approximation to Y V .
Let k ∈ Ω. We have
pTk W˜ 2 = 0, W˜ 1qk = 0. (32)
In words, pk and qk are orthogonal to W˜ 2 and W˜ 1, respec-
tively. Let α ∈ Rd1 be the eigenvector associated with the
smallest eigenvalue of Z˜
T
Z˜. Note that such α simultaneously
lives in the null spaces of W˜ 2 and W˜
T
1 since Z˜ is rank defi-
cient, indicating
0 = αTZ˜
T
Z˜α = αTW˜
T
2 W˜ 2α+ α
TW˜ 1W˜
T
1 α,
which further implies
W˜ 2α = 0, W˜
T
1 α = 0. (33)
With this property, we construct ∆ by setting ∆2 = pkα
TR
and ∆1 = RTαqTkΣ
−1UT.
Now we show that Z is a strict saddle by arguing that
g(Z) has a strictly negative curvature along the constructed
direction ∆, i.e., [∇2g(Z)](∆,∆) < 0. For this purpose, we
compute the three terms in (31) as follows:
‖(W 2∆1 +∆2W 1)X1‖
2
F = 0 (34)
since W 2∆1 = W 2RTαqTkΣ
−1UT = W˜ 2αqTkΣ
−1UT = 0
and ∆2W 1 = pkα
TRW 1 = pkα
TW˜ 1 = 0 by utilizing (33);
‖WT2∆2 +∆
T
2W 2 −W 1XX
T∆T1 −∆1XX
TWT1 ‖
2
F = 0
since it follows from (32) thatWT2∆2 = R
TW˜
T
2 pkα
TR = 0
and
W 1XX
T∆T1 = R
TW˜ 1Σ
−1UTUΣ2UTUΣ−1qkα
TR
= RTW˜ 1qkα
TR = 0;
and〈
∆2∆1, (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T
〉
=
〈
pkq
T
kΣ
−1UT, (W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V )ΣU
T
〉
=
〈
pkq
T
k , W˜ 2W˜ 1
〉
−
〈
pkq
T
k ,Y V
〉
= −λk,
where the last equality utilizes (32). Thus, we have
∇2g(Z)[∆,∆] = −2λk ≤ −2λr .
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We finally obtain (14) by noting that
‖∆‖2F = ‖∆1‖
2
F + ‖∆2‖
2
F
= ‖pkα
TR‖2F + ‖R
TαqTkΣ
−1UT‖2F
= 1 + ‖Σ−1qk‖
2
F ≤ 1 + ‖Σ
−1‖2F ‖qk‖
2
F = 1 + ‖Σ
−1‖2F ,
where the inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz in-
equality |aTb| ≤ ‖a‖2‖b‖2.
Case ii: r > d1. In this case, minimizing g˜(Z˜) in (12) is
equivalent to finding a low-rank approximation to Y V . Let
Γ denote the indices of the singular vectors {pj} and {qj}
that are included in Z˜; that is
{z˜i, i ∈ [d1]} =
{
0,
√
λj
[
pj
qj
]
, j ∈ Γ
}
.
Then, for any Z˜, we have
W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V =
∑
i6=λ
λipiqi
and
g˜(Z˜) =
1
2
‖W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V ‖
2
F =
1
2
∑
i6=Λ
λ2i
 ,
which implies that Z˜ is a global minimum of g˜(Z˜) if
‖W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V ‖
2
F =
∑
i>d1
λ2i .
To simply the following analysis, we assume λd1 > λd1+1; but
the argument is similar in the case of repeated eigenvalues at
λd1 (i.e., λd1 = λd1+1 = · · · ). In this case, we know for any
Z ∈ C \ X that is not a global minimum, there exists Ω ⊂ [r]
which contains k ∈ Ω, k ≤ d1 such that
Y V − W˜ 2W˜ 1 =
∑
i∈Ω
λipiq
T
i .
Similar to Case i, we have
pTk W˜ 2 = 0, W˜ 1qk = 0. (35)
Let α ∈ Rd1 be the eigenvector associated with the smallest
eigenvalue of Z˜
T
Z˜. By the form of Z˜ in (10), we have
‖W˜ 2α‖
2
2 = ‖W˜
T
1 α‖
2
2 ≤ λd1+1, (36)
where the inequality attains equality when d1 + 1 ∈ Ω. As
in Case i, we construct ∆ by setting ∆2 = pkα
TR and
∆1 = RTαqTkΣ
−1UT. We now show that Z is a strict saddle
by arguing that g(Z) has a strictly negative curvature along
the constructed direction ∆ (i.e., [∇2g(Z)](∆,∆) < 0) by
computing the three terms in (31) as follows:
‖(W 2∆1 +∆2W 1)X1‖
2
F
=
∥∥∥W˜ 2αqTkV T + pkαTW˜ 1V T∥∥∥2
F
=
∥∥∥W˜ 2α∥∥∥2
F
+
∥∥∥+αTW˜ 1∥∥∥2
F
+ 2
〈
W˜ 2αq
T
k ,pkα
TW˜ 1
〉
≤ 2λd1+1,
where the last line follows from (35) and (36);
‖(W 2∆1 +∆2W 1)X1‖
2
F
= 0
holds with a similar argument as in (34); and〈
∆2∆1, (W 2W 1X − Y )X
T
〉
=
〈
pkq
T
kΣ
−1UT, (W˜ 2W˜ 1 − Y V )ΣU
T
〉
=
〈
pkq
T
k , W˜ 2W˜ 1
〉
−
〈
pkq
T
k ,Y V
〉
= −λk ≤ −λd1 ,
where the last equality used (35) and the fact that k ≤ d1.
Thus, we have
∇2g(Z)[∆,∆] ≤ −2(λd1 − λd1+1),
completing the proof of Lemma 2.
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